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ABSTRACT
A catalog of 8472 white dwarf (WD) candidates is presented, selected using reduced proper motions
from the deep proper motion catalog of Munn et al. (2014). Candidates are selected in the magnitude
range 16 < r < 21.5 over 980 square degrees, and 16 < r < 21.3 over an additional 1276 square degrees,
within the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) imaging footprint. Distances, bolometric luminosities,
and atmospheric compositions are derived by fitting SDSS ugriz photometry to pure hydrogen and
helium model atmospheres (assuming surface gravities log g = 8). The disk white dwarf luminosity
function (WDLF) is constructed using a sample of 2839 stars with 5.5 < Mbol < 17, with statistically
significant numbers of stars cooler than the turnover in the luminosity function. The WDLF for the
halo is also constructed, using a sample of 135 halo WDs with 5 < Mbol < 16. We find space densities
of disk and halo WDs in the solar neighborhood of 5.5± 0.1× 10−3 pc−3 and 3.5± 0.7× 10−5 pc−3,
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respectively. We resolve the bump in the disk WDLF due to the onset of fully convective envelopes
in WDs, and see indications of it in the halo WDLF as well.
Keywords: white dwarfs, stars: luminosity function
1. INTRODUCTION
White dwarfs (WD) are the endpoint of stellar evo-
lution for stars lighter than 8 – 10 M (Williams et
al. 2009; Garc´ıa-Berro & Oswalt 2016), or greater than
97% of Galactic stars. As the direct remnants of earlier
star formation, WDs are an important tool in studying
the evolution of our Galaxy. The basic observable when
studying star formation history with WDs is the distri-
bution of WDs in luminosity, or the luminosity function
(LF; see Garc´ıa-Berro & Oswalt 2016 for a recent re-
view of both the observational and theoretical work on
the white dwarf luminosity function). In particular, for
a given stellar population, the location and shape of the
peak and turnover in the LF at the faint end can be
used to constrain the age of that population (Liebert et
al. 1979; Winget et al. 1987).
The bright end (Mbol . 13) of the white dwarf lumi-
nosity function (WDLF) is populated by hot WDs whose
optical colors are distinct from other stellar populations,
allowing clean samples of hot WDs to be found based on
photometry alone. Thus, even the earliest LFs for hot
WDs contained hundreds of stars, including those pro-
duced from the Palomar-Green (Green 1980; Fleming et
al. 1986; Liebert et al. 2005; Bergeron et al. 2011) and
Kiso (Ishida et al. 1982; Wegner & Darling 1994; Limo-
ges & Bergeron 2010) ultraviolet excess surveys. LFs
generated from modern large-scale spectroscopic sur-
veys have been based on samples of thousands of hot
WDs, including those from the SDSS (Hu et al. 2007;
DeGenarro et al. 2008; Krzesinski et al. 2009) and the
Anglo-Australian 2dF QSO Redshift Survey (Vennes et
al. 2002, 2005). Thus, the bright end of the WDLF is
defined with high statistical significance.
The majority of WDs however are fainter, with col-
ors indistinguishable from subdwarfs, making their se-
lection using photometry alone impossible. The first
study to resolve the peak of the LF and obtain sam-
ples of WDs fainter than the turnover was Liebert et al.
(1988), based on a sample of 43 cool WDs selected from
the Luyten Half-Second Catalog (Luyten 1979) to have
Mv > 13 (and later reanalyzed with additional spec-
troscopy and photometry by Leggett et al. 1998). Sub-
sequent proper-motion based studies had similar sample
sizes (Evans 1992; Oswalt et al. 1996; Knox et al. 1999).
The first major increase in sample size was that of Har-
ris et al. (2006, hereafter H06), which used Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000; Gunn et al. 1998,
2006; Fukugita et al. 1996) photometry and proper mo-
tions from a combined catalog (Munn et al. 2004, 2008)
of SDSS and USNO-B (Monet et al. 2003) astrometry
to generate a sample of 6000 reduced-proper-motion se-
lected WDs. Rowell & Hambly (2011, hereafter RH11)
similarly used reduced proper motions to select 10,000
WDs from the SuperCOSMOS sky survey (Hambly et
al. 2001a,b,c). Both surveys provide a Galactic disk
WDLF with high statistical significance in the luminos-
ity range 6 < Mbol < 15, and clearly define the peak of
the disk WDLF at Mbol ∼ 15. However, neither pro-
vides many stars fainter than the turnover, with only
4 stars in H06 and 48 in RH11 with Mbol > 15.5 (in
their vtan > 30 km s
−1 samples). Both surveys are de-
pendent on the classic Schmidt telescope photographic
surveys for one or both epochs, and thus are limited to
the depth of the photographic surveys, r ∼ 19.5. A hy-
drogen atmosphere WD one magnitude fainter than the
turnover has Mr ∼ 16, which at a faint limit of r ∼ 19.5
corresponds to only 50 pc. Thus the small surveyed
volume severely limits the number of WDs detectable
past the turnover. RH11 detected more such WDs as
their sky coverage is nearly six times as great as that for
H06 (roughly 30,000 deg2 for RH11 versus 5300 deg2 for
H06). Both papers also present a LF for clean samples of
Galactic halo WDs, defined kinematically by requiring
vtan > 200 km s
−1. H06 detect only 18 such halo WDs,
while RH11 with their greater sky coverage detect 93.
The sample sizes of halo WDs are limited by the much
smaller density of halo stars within the solar neighbor-
hood. The RH11 sample is by far the largest sample of
halo WD candidates to date. Note that, unlike many of
the other samples discussed above, most of the WDs in
the H06 and RH11 samples lack spectroscopic confirma-
tion, though contamination by non-WDs is thought to
be both understood and small (Kilic et al. 2006, 2010a).
Recent work has concentrated on producing nearly
complete samples of WDs in the local volume. LFs have
been produced using WDs within 20 (Giammichele et al.
2012), 25 (Holberg et al. 2016), and 40 pc (Limoges et
al. 2015; Torres & Garcia-Berro 2016) of the Sun, with
sample sizes of 147, 232, and 501 WDs, respectively.
The 40 pc LF has 22 stars fainter than the turnover
(Mbol > 15.5). No halo WDs were found in any of the
samples, with three possible candidates in the 40 pc sam-
ple.
In order to address the paucity of both disk WDs
fainter than the turnover and halo WDs in our earlier
work in H06, in 2009 we started a survey to re-observe
parts of the SDSS imaging footprint, obtaining a second
epoch which, combined with SDSS astrometry, would
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yield proper motions roughly 2 magnitudes fainter than
that obtainable using the Schmidt surveys (Munn et al.
2014). This paper presents a catalog of WD candidates
selected from that survey, and the resultant disk and
halo WDLFs. Individual objects with additional follow-
up observations have been presented in previous papers
(Kilic et al. 2010b; Dame et al. 2016). Section 2 de-
scribes the sample selection. Section 3 describes the
fitting of atmospheric models to SDSS photometry to
derive distances, effective temperatures, and bolometric
luminosities for the sample WDs. Section 4 presents the
luminosity functions, Section 5 presents the catalog, and
Section 6 summarizes our results.
2. SAMPLE SELECTION
2.1. Sky Coverage
The WD sample is drawn from the deep proper motion
survey of Munn et al. (2014, hereafter M2014). This pa-
per uses only the data considered “good” from the sur-
vey, which includes 1089 square degrees of sky observed
with the 90prime prime focus wide-field imager on the
Steward Observatory Bok 90 inch telescope (Williams
et al. 2004), and an additional 1521 square degrees of
sky observed with the Array Camera on the U. S. Naval
Observatory, Flagstaff Station, 1.3 meter telescope. The
Bok and 1.3m data are 90% complete to r = 22.3 and
r = 21.3, respectively.
We define the term field throughout this paper as the
area of sky covered by a single CCD within a single
observation in M2014. Data quality naturally varies
between individual observations, due to differences in
seeing, image depth, etc. Data quality can also vary be-
tween different fields within individual observations, pri-
marily due to the varying PSF across the large field-of-
views of the Bok and 1.3m telescopes; collimating fast,
large field-of-view telescopes is not easy, and both tele-
scopes suffered from collimation issues at times during
the survey. We thus treat each field as a separate sur-
vey, in terms of rejecting bad data, modeling the data
quality, and selecting candidate WDs.
Each field images an area of sky covered by multi-
ple SDSS scans, which typically were taken on differ-
ent nights. Thus, the epoch difference between the
Bok/1.3m and SDSS data can vary for different objects
within a field. We limit our survey to fields whose mini-
mum epoch difference is at least 3.5 years, so as to pro-
vide well measured proper motions; this reduces the area
coverage by 4.2%. A number of fields in both the Bok
and 1.3m surveys are suspect, for a variety of reasons:
they appear not to obtain the depth estimated in the
catalog; the image quality is poor, primarily due to poor
collimation; or they have a much larger number of candi-
date high proper motion candidate stars than expected,
indicating problems with either the image quality or as-
trometric calibration. These fields are excluded from the
sample, and are listed in Table 1; this reduces the area
coverage by a further 0.8%. Image quality in the corners
of the Array Camera on the 1.3m begins to deteriorate,
and we find a higher incidence of false proper motions
in the catalog in the corners based on visual inspection.
Thus we include only objects detected within a 0.68
degree radius of the camera center for the 1.3m data,
reducing the sky coverage of the 1.3m data by 12.0%.
We further exclude areas of sky affected by bright stars,
as specified using the bright star masks given in M2014
(which are derived from those of Blanton et al. 2005), for
an additional reduction in area coverage of 2.0%. The
sky coverage of the final sample includes 980 square de-
grees from the Bok survey, and 1276 square degrees from
the 1.3m survey.
Table 1. Excluded Fields
nighta obsIDb ccdsc
53888 16 1,2,3,4
53888 17 1,2,3,4
53888 18 1,2,3,4
54245 13 1,2,3,3
54245 14 1,2,3,4
Note—Table 1 is published
in its entirety in machine-
readable format. A portion
is shown here for guidance re-
garding its form and content.
aMJD number of the night the
observation was obtained in
M2014. Corresponds to the
night column in the Obser-
vation Schema (Table 2) in
M2014.
bObservation number in M2014,
unique within a given night.
Corresponds to the obsID
column in the Observation
Schema (Table 2) in M2014.
cList of CCDs for this observa-
tion whose data were suspect,
and thus excluded.
2.2. Clean Star Sample
We start with a clean sample of SDSS stars in the
r band within our fields, by requiring: (1) that they
pass the set of criteria suggested on the SDSS DR7 Web
site for defining a clean sample of point sources in the r
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band1; and (2) that they not be considered a moving ob-
ject within a single SDSS observation (e.g., an asteroid),
according to the criteria adopted for the SDSS Moving
Object Catalog2 (Ivezic´ et al. 2002). The Bok sample
is limited to stars with 16 < r < 21.5, while the 1.3m
sample is limited to stars with 16 < r < 21.3. This
defines the complete stellar sample from which the WD
candidates will be selected.
While the proper motion of each candidate WD will
be visually verified, we wish to define a relatively clean
sample of stars with reliably measured proper motions
via a set of cuts which reject well-defined regions of pa-
rameter space with a high contamination rate of false
high proper motion objects. To this end, we adopt the
following cuts:
• Objects must be detected by SExtractor in the
Bok/1.3m surveys, and not be flagged as trun-
cated or having incomplete or corrupted aperture
data (or, for the 1.3m, being saturated). Many of
the objects detected by DAOPHOT but not SEx-
tractor are located in the extended PSF of nearby
bright stars and have unreliable centroids.
• Objects must have a reliable DAOPHOT PSF fit
in the Bok/1.3m surveys, as indicated by the num-
ber of iterations required to converge on a solution
(0 < nIter < 10). The DAOPHOT centroids are
used to measure the proper motion, and thus the
proper motion for objects whose PSF fits failed to
converge (nIter = 10) are unreliable. The first two
cuts, which are a measure of the depth of M2014,
reject 3.9% and 6.8% of the Bok and 1.3m survey
objects, respectively.
• Objects must not have a nearby neighbor, whose
overlapping PSF could adversely affect the mea-
sured centroids. For the 1.3m, objects with a
neighbor within 4 arcsecs are rejected. For the
Bok survey, objects with a neighbor within 3.0 +
0.5(23 − rn) arcsecs are rejected, where rn is the
r magnitude of the nearby neighbor. This cut re-
jects a further 3.2% and 2.2% of the Bok and 1.3m
survey objects, respectively.
• Objects which are not a 1-to-1 match between
SDSS and the Bok/1.3m surveys, or whose dif-
ference in SDSS and Bok/1.3m r magnitude ex-
ceeds 0.5 magnitudes, are rejected. The majority
of these are blends and mismatches. This rejects
0.3% of the remaining objects.
1 http://www.sdss.org/dr7/products/catalogs/flags.html
2 http://www.astro.washington.edu/users/ivezic/sdssmoc/
sdssmoc1.html
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Figure 1. Survey completeness versus r magnitude, after
applying the cuts discussed in the text. The solid line is for
the Bok survey, and the dotted line is for the 1.3m survey.
These cuts reject the bulk of objects with unreliable
proper motion measurements, while allowing us to de-
fine the effect on our sample completeness to allow later
correction. The survey completeness after application of
these cuts is shown in Figure 1.
2.3. Reduced Proper Motion Selection
We select our WD candidates from stars with at least
3.5 σ proper motions. The proper motion errors are
magnitude dependent, as well as varying between fields.
Thus, stars in each field, which we are already treating
as separate samples, are further divided into magnitude
bins 0.1 mag wide in r (hereafter referred to as subsam-
ples). We calculate the mean proper motion error in
each magnitude bin, scaled to the minimum epoch dif-
ference in its field, and then smooth these estimates by
fitting, for each field separately, the scaled mean proper
motion error versus r magnitude to the function
σµ = a+ 10
0.6(r−b) (1)
where r is the magnitude at the center of the magnitude
bin and σµ is the scaled mean proper motion error in
that bin. Each magnitude bin is then treated as a sepa-
rate subsample, where the proper motion error for that
bin is conservatively adopted to be the proper motion
error, scaled to the minimum epoch difference in the
field, estimated from the fit for the faint r limit of the
bin. The initial 3.5 σ proper motion sample is then com-
prised of all stars with proper motions greater than 3.5
times the estimated scaled proper motion error in their
subsamples. The distribution of subsamples in scaled
proper motion error versus r magnitude is displayed in
Figures 2 and 3, which gives an indication of the depen-
dence of scaled proper motion error on r magnitude, and
the variation in that dependency across different fields.
A common tool used to isolate cool WDs is reduced
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Figure 2. Distribution of subsamples in proper motion error,
scaled to the minimum epoch difference within their fields,
versus r magnitude, for the Bok survey.
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Figure 3. Same as Figure 2, except for the 1.3m survey.
proper motion (RPM; Luyten 1922a,b), defined (here in
the SDSS g band) as
Hg = g + 5 log µ+ 5 = Mg + 5 log vtan − 3.379, (2)
where µ is the proper motion in arcsec year−1 and vtan is
the tangential velocity in km s−1. Proper motion serves
as a proxy for the unknown distance, as stars with sim-
ilar kinematics will have similar proper motions at a
given distance. Since WDs are typically 5 – 7 mag less
luminous than subdwarfs of the same color, they are
cleanly separated from subdwarfs in RPM versus color
diagrams. This technique was used by both H06 and
RH11 (as well as numerous other studies cited in the in-
troduction). Kilic et al. (2006, 2010a) obtained follow-
up spectroscopy for candidate cool WDs selected from
the Hg versus g − i diagram for the H06 sample, and
found a clean separation between WDs and subdwarfs
with a contamination rate of only a few percent. Our
sample will use the same selection technique, as well as
the same photometric catalog (SDSS), thus their results
are directly applicable to our work.
The RPM diagram (Hg versus g − i) for our 3.5 σ
proper motion sample is displayed in Figure 4. In the
high density portion of the diagram, density contours
are plotted (number of stars per bin, where each bin is
0.1 mag in Hg by 0.1 mag in g − i). Outside the lowest
density contour, individual stars are plotted. The evolu-
tionary tracks for model WDs (detailed below) of differ-
ent kinematics are overlain to indicate the expected lo-
cation of WDs within the RPM diagram. Objects below
the 30 km s−1 WD evolutionary tracks are almost exclu-
sively expected to be WDs, with the exception of some
contamination from subdwarfs at the reddest end of the
evolutionary tracks for WDs with vtan < 40 km s
−1
(g − i ∼ 2, Hg ∼ 22). M2014 estimate a contam-
ination rate of objects with errant proper motions of
1.5%. However, within the WD region of the RPM di-
agram, we expect a much larger contamination rate, as
a 1.5% contamination rate for the far more numerous
subdwarfs can scatter a large number of subdwarfs with
errant proper motions into the WD region. Thus, all
candidate WDs with vtan > 20 km s
−1 (i.e., objects be-
low the vtan > 20 km s
−1 WD evolutionary tracks in
Figure 4) have been examined by eye on the SDSS r im-
ages, the M2014 images, and for brighter objects, on the
Space Telescope Science Institute’s Digitized Sky Survey
scans of the photographic sky survey plates from the
Palomar Oschin Schmidt and UK Schmidt Telescopes.
Of the 12,158 candidates, 3087 have errant proper mo-
tions, most due to unresolved blends with neighboring
stars or image defects. While this is a 25% contami-
nation rate among the WD candidates, it is only 2.1%
of the 3.5 σ proper motion sample in the same color
range, and is thus consistent with the estimate of the
contamination rate in M2014. The WD candidates with
visually-determined errant proper motions are not plot-
ted in Figure 4. The remaining 9071 candidate WD can-
didates with vtan > 20 km s
−1 and visually confirmed
proper motions are plotted in Figure 4, and comprise
our RPM selected sample used throughout the rest of
the paper.
3. FITS TO MODEL WHITE DWARFS
We derive estimates for the distances, bolometric
luminosities, effective temperatures, and atmospheric
compositions for our WD candidates by fitting the SDSS
photometry to the latest online set of synthetic abso-
lute magnitudes for model WDs from P. Bergeron, G.
Fontaine, P. Tremblay, and P. M. Kowalski3 (BFTK;
3 http://www.astro.umontreal.ca/~bergeron/CoolingModels,
with models last updated 17 Oct 2011.
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Figure 4. Reduced proper motion diagram for our 3.5 σ proper motion sample. In the high density portion of the diagram,
density contours are plotted (number of stars per bin, where each bin is 0.1 mag in Hg by 0.1 mag in g − i). Outside the
lowest density contour, individual stars are plotted. Evolutionary tracks for model WDs with different kinematics are plotted to
indicate the expected position of WDs within the diagram. Solid lines are pure hydrogen atmosphere WDs, while dashed lines
are pure helium atmosphere WDs. The red, magenta, cyan, and blue tracks are for WDs with tangential velocities of 20, 30,
40, and 150 km s−1, respectively. Almost all objects below the vtan = 30 km s−1 evolutionary tracks are expected to be WDs.
Holberg & Bergeron 2006; Kowalski & Saumon 2006;
Tremblay et al. 2011; Bergeron et al. 2011). It is not
possible to distinguish between models with different
surface gravities based on broad band photometry alone
(Bergeron et al. 1997). Spectroscopic studies of WDs
show a strong peak in the distribution of mass at around
0.65 – 0.70 M (depending on the details of the samples
under study), corresponding to log g ∼ 8, with one σ
dispersions in mass of about 0.16 – 0.20 M (Berg-
eron et al. 2001; Giammichele et al. 2012; Limoges et
al. 2015). Thus, lacking surface gravity discriminators,
we assume log g = 8 in our fits. Each candidate is fit
to both the pure hydrogen and pure helium atmosphere
log g = 8 model grids using variance-weighted least-
squares. Individual magnitudes which do not meet the
criteria on the SDSS DR7 website for clean point sources
in that filter (as used above in defining our r-limited stel-
lar sample) are not used in the fit. We also do not use
individual SDSS asinh4 magnitudes fainter than 24.02,
24.50, 24.19, 23.74, and 22.20 in u, g, r, i, and z, re-
spectively, which corresponds to requiring roughly a 2 σ
detection in each filter. The SDSS photometry is cor-
rected to the Hubble Space Telescope flux scale, which
the BFTK models use, by adding zero point offsets of
-0.0424, 0.0023, 0.0032, 0.0160, and 0.0276 to the u, g,
r, i, and z magnitudes, respectively (Holberg & Berg-
eron 2006). Errors are estimated using the χ2min + 1
confidence boundaries in the least-squares fits. To these
are added in quadrature an estimate of the errors due to
4 http://www.sdss.org/dr12/algorithms/magnitudes/
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an assumed 0.3 dex scatter in log g (corresponding to a
scatter in mass of ∼ 0.18 M), derived by refitting using
log g = 7.7 and log g = 8.3 models. The uncertainty in
log g is the dominant source of error for the bolometric
luminosities and distances, leading to typical errors in
the bolometric luminosities of 0.4 – 0.5 mag.
We correct for interstellar extinction using the three
dimensional reddening maps of Green et al. (2015),
which provide the cumulative reddening at equally
spaced distance moduli. The reddening for each star is
obtained by linearly interpolating the median reddening
profile along the star’s sightline. Over half of our stars
lie at distances less than the minimum distances along
their sightlines considered to be reliable. In these cases,
we linearly interpolate between an assumed zero redden-
ing at zero distance and the first reliable reddening mea-
surement along the sightline. Reddening is converted to
extinction values in each filter using the Ab/E(B − V )
values from Table 6 of Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011), as-
suming an RV = 3.1 reddening law (Fitzpatrick 1999;
Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011). Since SDSS targeted ar-
eas of low Galactic extinction, the extinction corrections
are small and have little effect on the derived distances.
The median and 90th percentile extinction in r for our
vtan > 40 km s
−1 sample are 0.02 and 0.06, respectively.
Each model fit is inspected by eye. Poor fits with obvi-
ous excess flux in the i and z passbands are refit without
the i and z photometry, under the assumption that the
candidate WD has an unresolved M dwarf companion
(Raymond et al. 2004; Kleinman et al. 2004; Smolcˇic´ et
al. 2004). If this yields an acceptable fit, the new fit is
used. 1.3% of the sample was fit in this way.
A fit is considered acceptable if there is at least a 1%
chance of obtaining its χ2ν value, and at least three SDSS
magnitudes were used in the fit. A sample fit is shown
in Figure 5, for which the hydrogen atmosphere model
fit is considered acceptable while the helium atmosphere
model fit is considered unacceptable. 599 candidates, or
7% of the RPM-selected sample, did not have an accept-
able fit for either the hydrogen or helium atmosphere
model fits. The final WD candidate sample consists of
the 8472 RPM-selected candidates with at least one ac-
ceptable fit. For a given star, if only the hydrogen or
helium fit is acceptable, then that atmospheric model is
considered preferred and is used in subsequent analyses.
For stars for which both the hydrogen and helium atmo-
sphere models yield acceptable fits, both fits are used,
weighted by the expected probability of each star having
a hydrogen or helium atmosphere, described below.
Figure 6 displays the fraction of stars (with vtan >
40 km s−1 to avoid subdwarf contamination) for which
the hydrogen or helium model fits are preferred as a
function of g − i. 82% of stars with g − i < −0.2,
corresponding to roughly Teff > 10, 500 K, have a pre-
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Λ( )
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Figure 5. Sample white dwarf atmosphere model fit. The
filled circles with error bars display the dereddened SDSS
photometry (order ugriz), while the open circles and di-
amonds display the best fitting pure hydrogen and pure
helium atmosphere model fits, respectively. For this star,
the hydrogen atmosphere model fit is considered acceptable
while the helium atmosphere model fit is considered unac-
ceptable.
ferred model. For the remaining stars without a pre-
ferred model in this color range, we weight the hydrogen
and helium atmosphere model fits assuming the same ra-
tio of helium to hydrogen atmosphere WDs in a given
color bin as derived from stars in that bin with pre-
ferred models. Since the derived bolometric luminosities
of WDs differ depending on whether the hydrogen or he-
lium atmosphere model fits are used, the observed ratio
of hydrogen to helium model atmospheres WDs must
be adjusted to account for the difference in the max-
imum survey volume over which each star can be ob-
served for the different model atmospheres. Calculation
of the maximum survey volume is described below. Fig-
ure 7 displays the resultant helium fraction against Teff
for stars with Teff > 10, 500 K (based on the same sam-
ple of stars, kinematic cuts, and Galactic model used to
derive our preferred disk LF, described in detail below).
The decrease in helium fraction from Teff ∼ 11, 000 K to
Teff ∼ 15, 0000 K is consistent with similar trends seen
in the 20 pc local volume sample of Giammichele et al.
(2012, GBD12) and 40 pc local volume sample of Limo-
ges et al. (2015), though our results are more consistent
with the overall higher helium fraction of the 20 pc sam-
ple. For stars hotter than Teff = 15, 000 K, we find a
helium fraction of 15%, consistent with the estimate of
∼ 9% by Bergeron et al. (2011) using the Palomar-Green
survey (Green et al. 1986).
For stars with g−i > −0.2, most stars lack a preferred
model. In this color range, we adopt the helium fraction
versus Teff results of GBD12, based on their 20 pc local
volume sample. Figure 8 displays our adopted model for
helium fraction versus g−i, used to weight the hydrogen
8 Munn et al.
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Figure 6. Fraction of stars (with vtan > 40 km s
−1) for
which either the pure hydrogen atmosphere model (blue his-
togram) or pure helium atmosphere model (red histogram)
fits are considered preferred.
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Figure 7. Upper panel: Counts of stars with preferred at-
mospheric models versus Teff . The solid line is for all stars,
while the dotted line is for stars with a preferred helium
atmosphere model. Lower panel: Fraction of stars with a
preferred helium atmosphere model versus Teff .
and helium atmosphere model fits for stars which lack
a preferred atmospheric model. Our results and those
of GBD12 do not smoothly meet at the border between
the two (g − i = −0.2). The dashed line in the −0.2 <
g − i < 0.0 bin indicates the actual GBD12 results in
that color range. We have chosen to inflate the helium
fraction in that bin to provide a smooth match between
the two data sets . The difference is certainly within the
error in the estimate of the true helium fraction in that
color range, and has negligible impact on the resultant
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Figure 8. Adopted model of helium fraction versus g − i
(solid line) used to weight stars lacking a preferred atmo-
spheric model. The model for g − i < −0.2 is based on re-
sults in this paper, while those for g− i > −0.2 are based on
the results of GBD12. The adopted fraction in the color bin
−0.2 < g− i < 0.0 has been inflated above the actual results
of GBD12 (dashed line), so as to force a smooth model.
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Figure 9. Distribution of distances, weighted by atmo-
spheric model fits, for the vtan > 40 km s
−1 sample (an addi-
tional 9.6 weighted stars have distances 1000 < d < 1380 pc).
.
LFs.
Figure 9 shows the distribution of distances, weighted
by atmospheric model fits, for the vtan > 40 km s
−1
sample (there are an additional 9.6 weighted stars with
distances 1000 < d < 1380 pc). The median distance is
220 pc, while 95% of the stars have d < 500 pc.
4. THE WHITE DWARF LUMINOSITY FUNCTION
4.1. Method
The WDLF is derived using a modification of the
1/Vmax method (Schmidt 1968), where Vmax is the
maximum survey volume over which each object is de-
tectable. Our WD sample is kinematically defined, de-
pendent both on tangential velocity limits used to sep-
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arate different Galactic populations, as well as proper
motion limits which vary both between different fields
and with magnitude within each field. We use the mod-
ified maximum survey volume of Lam et al. (2015, here-
after LRH15) as the density estimator, which accounts
for varying kinematic limits along independent lines-
of-sight. Reproducing their Equation 12, the modified
maximum survey volume, calculated for each survey ob-
ject independently in each survey field, is
Vmod = Ω
∫ dmax
dmin
ρ(r)
ρ
r2
[∫ b(r)
a(r)
P (vtan, r)dvtan
]
dr. (3)
The inner integral, referred to as the discovery fraction
χ, is the instantaneous fraction of objects that could be
observed due to the kinematic cuts. P (vtan, r) is the
tangential velocity (vtan) distribution, which can vary
with distance, r, along each line-of-sight. The limits of
the integral can also vary with distance, being a com-
bination of the tangential velocity and proper motion
cuts, and are (Equations 15 and 16 from LRH15)
a(r) = max[vmin, 0.00474µmin(r)r], (4)
b(r) = min[vmax, 0.00474µmaxr]. (5)
While the tangential velocity limits, vmin and vmax (in
km s−1), as well as the maximum proper motion cut,
µmax (in mas year
−1) are constant, the minimum proper
cut, µmin, is different for each 0.1 mag wide subsample
in each survey field. All LFs presented will use a max-
imum proper motion cut of 1 arcsec year−1, for which
the M2014 proper motion catalog should be complete.
Uncertainty in the discovery fraction, due to incorrect
modeling of the tangential velocity distribution, repre-
sents one of the larger sources of error in luminosity
functions derived from kinematically defined samples.
The outer integral in Equation 3 represents the usual
correction for varying stellar density, ρ(r), along each
line-of-sight, relative to the stellar density in the Galac-
tic mid plane at the solar radius, ρ. The limits of the
outer integral are the distances at which each star could
be observed in each survey field:
dmin = 10× 10(rmin−Mr)/5 pc, (6)
dmax = 10× 10(rmax−Mr)/5 pc, (7)
where rmin = 16 is the bright limit of the survey, rmax
is the faint limit of the survey (21.5 for Bok fields, 21.3
for 1.3m fields), and Mr is the absolute magnitude of
each star, determined by the model atmosphere fits. Ω
is the solid angle subtended by each survey field. The
modified maximum survey volume for each star is then
just the sum of its modified volumes in each survey field.
Stars which lack a preferred atmospheric model are
included in the LF using both atmospheric model fits,
weighted by the helium fraction model given in Fig-
ure 8. The weights are corrected for individual stars to
account for the difference in maximum survey volume
over which the stars could be observed using the differ-
ent atmospheric model fits (H06). Individual stars are
also weighted by the probability that the star belongs to
the Galactic component under study, which is a function
of the adopted Galactic density and kinematic models
(detailed below), and is dependent on the atmospheric
model since distances differ between the hydrogen atmo-
sphere and helium atmosphere solutions. A correction
is also applied to account for survey completeness, using
a smoothed version of Figure 1. The number density in
a given bolometric magnitude bin is then
Φ =
N∑
i=1
1
c(ri)
[
wHi p
H
i
V Hmod,i
+
wHei p
He
i
V Hemod,i
]
, (8)
where the summation is over the stars in that bolomet-
ric luminosity bin, c(r) is the survey completeness as a
function of r magnitude, w are the weights assigned to
the hydrogen and helium atmosphere solutions, p are the
probabilities the stars belong to the Galactic component
under study, and Vmod are the modified maximum sur-
vey volumes. The uncertainties in the number densities
are then calculated assuming Poisson statistics:
σ2Φ =
N∑
i=1
1
c(ri)2
(wHi pHi
V Hmod,i
)2
+
(
wHei p
He
i
V Hemod,i
)2 . (9)
4.2. Galactic Model
Calculation of the modified maximum survey volume
for each star requires adoption of both stellar number
density and stellar kinematic models for that portion of
the Galaxy covered by the survey. We will calculate the
WDLF for both the Galactic disk and halo. No attempt
will be made to calculate separate WDLFs for the thin
and thick disks. Metals sink below the photosphere in
WDs due to their strong surface gravities, thus distin-
guishing between thin disk, thick disk and halo WDs
based on spectroscopic chemical signatures is not possi-
ble. While kinematics can be used to separate disk and
halo populations, the overlap in kinematics between the
thin and thick disks makes separation based on kinemat-
ics difficult (though see RH11, who do present separate
thin and thick disk WDLFs based on a statistical kine-
matic separation between thin and thick disk WDs).
We adopt the results of Juric´ et al. (2008) to model
the Galactic stellar density profile. They applied photo-
metric parallaxes to SDSS to model the stellar number
density distribution. They model the local (d < 2 kpc,
encompassing our entire survey volume) M dwarf num-
ber distribution as the sum of two classic double expo-
nential disks, which they interpret as the thin and thick
disk. Their preferred model gives scale heights of 300
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pc and 900 pc, and scale lengths of 2600 pc and 3600
pc, for the thin and thick disks, respectively, with a lo-
cal thick-to-thin disk normalization of 12%. We use the
sum of their disk profiles as a single “disk” density pro-
file. Using stars near the main sequence turn-off, they
model the Galactic halo as an oblate radial power law,
with axis ratio 0.64, radial power-law index -2.77, and
local halo-to-thin disk normalization of 0.51%.
To model the kinematics of the disk, we use the results
of Fuchs et al. (2009, hereafter F09). They combine pho-
tometric parallaxes and proper motions to measure the
first and second moments of the velocity distribution of
SDSS M dwarfs in 8 slices in height above the Galactic
plane, z, from 0 < z < 800 pc (encompassing the vast
majority of our WDs). We thus model the velocity ellip-
soid as eight three-dimensional Gaussians, with the first
and second moments as measured by F09, each Gaussian
centered on the F09 slices (z = 50 pc, 150 pc, ..., 750 pc).
Discovery fractions are then obtained by linearly in-
terpolating between the discovery fractions obtained
from the bounding slices. A single velocity ellipsoid is
adopted for the Galactic halo, based on the results for
the inner halo from Carollo et al. (2010), with disper-
sions (σvR , σvφ , σvz ) of (150, 95, 85) km s
−1, and a mean
rotation consistent with zero. The velocity ellipsoids in
Galactic cylindrical coordinates are projected onto the
tangent plane following Murray (1983).
Figure 10 plots the expected contribution of halo stars
to our sample versus tangential velocity, based on the
adopted Galactic density and kinematic models. Various
cuts in vtan can be used to isolate disk and halo samples.
A clean sample of disk stars can be obtained with a
vtan < 100 km s
−1 cut, while a clean sample of halo
stars can be obtained by a vtan > 200 km s
−1 cut. For
the disk, a minimum cut in vtan is also required to isolate
WDs from subdwarfs.
4.3. Disk Results
The size of the sample of WDs used to derive the disk
WDLF is determined by the proper motion and tan-
gential velocity cuts employed, with the trade-off that
less restrictive cuts increase sample size at the risk of
introducing contamination from other stellar popula-
tions. Figure 11 plots the disk LF for samples with
40 < vtan < 120 km s
−1 (this choice for isolating
our disk sample is discussed below), but different lower
proper motion cuts, expressed as multiples of the proper
motion error, σ. Using 3.5, 4, 5, and 6 σ lower proper
motions cuts yields samples of 4736, 3944, 2839, and
2135 stars, respectively. All four LFs agree within the
errors, except for the region fainter than the turnover at
Mbol ∼ 15, where the WD density in the 3.5 and 4 σ
samples are elevated relative to the 5 and 6 σ samples.
This is likely due to the scattering of subdwarfs with
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Figure 10. Solid line (left axis): Expected fractional contri-
bution of halo stars versus tangential velocity. Dotted line
(right axis): Total number of WD candidates versus tan-
gential velocity. An additional 47.4 (weighted) stars have
vtan > 300 km s
−1.
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Figure 11. LFs for our 40 < vtan < 120 km s
−1 sample, but
using different lower proper motion cuts (3.5, 4, 5, and 6 σ
for the black, blue, magenta, and red curves, respectively).
Error bars are for the µmin = 6.0 σ sample.
large proper motion errors into the WD region of the
RPM diagram. Since we are particularly interested in
the faint end of the LF, we will conservatively adopt the
5 σ sample for our preferred disk sample.
Referring to Figure 4, a clean separation from subd-
warfs is obtained by requiring vtan > 40 km s
−1. Our
preferred disk WDLF is based on the 5 σ sample of stars
with 40 < vtan < 120 km s
−1, which does introduce
a small expected contamination from halo stars at the
highest vtan, in exchange for a larger sample (see Fig-
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ure 10). The resultant disk LF is displayed in Figure 12,
along with the preferred LF from H06 (their Figure 4).
Luminosity bins are 1 mag wide from 5.5 < Mbol < 7.5,
and 0.5 mag wide from 7.5 < Mbol < 17.0. Our LF
agrees reasonably well with the H06 model in the re-
gion 11 . Mbol . 15. The dip in the LF at Mbol ∼ 11
first seen by H06 and confirmed by RH11 is less strong in
our preferred LF, though is more evident in the LF from
the 3.5 and 4 σ samples (see Figure 11). Brighter than
Mbol ∼ 10, H06 obtain densities roughly 30% higher
than our values. The difference between our and the H06
LFs is partly due to the different Galactic models used
to correct for variations in the Galactic density profile
and velocity ellipsoid. This is indicated in the figure by
plotting the LF using our preferred sample of disk stars,
but calculated using the H06 Galactic density and kine-
matic models. The shape of our modified LF agrees bet-
ter with the H06 LF brighter than the turnover, though
with an overall offset of roughly 20%. The primary dif-
ference between the models as it impacts the LF is the
scale height of the thin disk. H06 used a single compo-
nent disk with a scale height of 250 pc, versus the Juric´
et al. (2008) value of 300 pc which we adopted for our
thin disk component (see Figure 6 in H06 for the impact
of varying the disk scale height on their LF). Note that
H06 measured a scale height of 340+100−70 pc, but adopted
250 pc for better comparison with earlier studies. Inte-
grating our LF yields a total WD space density in the
solar neighborhood of 5.5± 0.1× 10−3 pc−3, versus the
H06 value of 4.6 ± 0.5 × 10−3 pc−3. Our space density
using the H06 Galactic model is 4.4± 0.1 × 10−3 pc−3,
in good agreement with the H06 value.
Our WD sample and the H06 WD sample share many
of the same stars, though they were selected from differ-
ent proper motion catalogs, and those stars in common
use the same SDSS photometry for the WD atmosphere
model fits, thus they are not entirely independent. This
is particularly true at the brighter end of the LF; 67%
of our preferred disk WD sample with Mbol < 12 are
also in the H06 sample, while only 16% of our sample
with Mbol > 12 are in the H06 sample. The overlap is
less for the 3.5 σ sample, where 55% of the stars with
Mbol < 12 are in the H06 sample, and only 11% of stars
with Mbol > 12.
Figure 13 again displays our preferred disk LF, but
now compared to the sum of the thin and thick disk
LFs from RH11 (their Figure 18). The RH11 LF has
been scaled up by a factor of 2.00 to match our LF in
the region 9 < Mbol < 15.5, consistent with their esti-
mated incompleteness of up to 50%. The agreement in
the shape of the LFs is better than with the H06 LF.
RH11 used a two component disk model, with thin and
thick disk scale heights of 250 pc and 1500 pc, respec-
tively, and derived fractional thin disk, thick disk, and
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Figure 12. Solid line: Preferred disk WDLF, using the
40 < vtan < 120 km s
−1 5 σ sample and our preferred
Galactic model. Luminosity bins are 1 mag wide from
5.5 < Mbol < 7.5, and 0.5 mag wide from 7.5 < Mbol < 17.0.
Numbers next to each point are the number of weighted stars
in that magnitude bin. Dotted line: Our WDLF using the
H06 Galactic density and kinematic model. Dashed line:
WDLF from H06. (The LFs are available as the Data be-
hind the Figure).
halo contributions to the local WD density of 0.79, 0.16,
and 0.05, respectively. Using our data with the RH11
Galactic model makes for a somewhat poorer agreement
with the RH11 LF.
The y-axis error bars in our LFs reflect only the
Poisson errors, and do not account for other potential
sources of error. For example, at the faint end of the LF,
the distribution of WD masses is poorly constrained, as
the spectra are featureless and so one must rely on par-
allaxes, which are not available for most known WDs
fainter than the turnover. This leads to typical errors in
the bolometric luminosities of around 0.5 mag, compa-
rable to the size of the bins in our LF. We examine the
impact on the LF of the large uncertainties in bolometric
luminosities by performing a Monte Carlo simulation,
in which 100 stars are generated for each star in our
preferred disk LF, where Mbol for each simulated star
is drawn from a Gaussian distribution centered on the
measured Mbol with a dispersion in Mbol correspond-
ing to a dispersion in surface gravity of σlog g = 0.3.
Figure 14 compares our preferred disk LF with the LF
derived from the Monte Carlo simulation. An increase in
the density in the luminosity bins beyond the turnover
can be seen, as the sharp decline in the LF results, for
each luminosity bin, in more stars being scattered in
from the adjacent brighter bin than are scattered out
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Figure 13. Solid line: Preferred disk WDLF, using the 40 <
vtan < 120 km s
−1 5 σ sample and our preferred Galactic
model (same as in Figure 12). Dotted line: Our WDLF using
the RH11 Galactic density and kinematic model. Dashed
line: WDLF from RH11, scaled up by a factor of 2.00. (The
LFs are available as the Data behind the Figure)
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Figure 14. Solid line: Preferred disk WDLF (same as Fig-
ures 12 and 13). Dashed line: Disk WDLF from a Monte
Carlo simulation assuming a Gaussian dispersion in surface
gravity of σlog g = 0.3.
into the adjacent fainter bin.
Figure 15 displays the disk LF, but with 0.2 mag wide
bins rather than 0.5 mag (limited to Mbol > 9, as there
are too few stars brighter than that limit to support
the finer binning). We see the same sharp rise just be-
fore the peak (Mbol ∼ 14.6) that H06 saw (see their
Figure 9), though now with considerably greater statis-
tical significance. The rise also occurs about 0.2 mag
brighter than in H06. H06 interpreted this feature as
due to the delay in cooling that occurs when the hy-
drogen envelope becomes fully convective, breaking into
the thermal reservoir of the degenerate core and leading
to the release of excess thermal energy (Fontaine et al.
2001).
The sensitivity of the LF to the adopted Galactic
model is displayed in Figure 16, where the ratio of our
LFs using the H06 and RH11 models to the LF using our
preferred model is given. The differences are as large as
30%. The dominant contributor to the differences is the
different values used for the thin disk scale height.
Correction for the discovery fraction presents one of
the larger sources of uncertainty in deriving the WDLF
from kinematically defined samples. Figure 17 displays
the mean discovery fraction versus Mbol for our pre-
ferred disk sample using three different Galactic models:
our preferred model (black curve), the H06 model (red
curve), and the RH11 model (blue curve). The discov-
ery fraction increases at fainter bolometric magnitudes
because intrinsically fainter stars are on average nearer
than the brighter stars, and thus have a higher expected
proper motion. The discovery fraction averaged over
the entire sample for our preferred Galactic model is
0.36, thus a large correction is required. The sensitivity
of the discovery fraction to the adopted model can be
seen by comparing the curves for the different models.
The H06 model yields discovery fractions typically 15%
higher than ours, though up to 30% higher at the faint
end of the LF. H06 used a single velocity ellipsoid for
their disk, whose dispersion is larger than the F09 values
used in our preferred kinematic model for |z| . 350 pc.
This leads to a higher discovery fraction, particularly
at the faint end of the LF, where stars in our sample
are much closer than at the bright end. RH11 used a
single velocity ellipsoid for each of their thin and thick
disk components. This yields a discovery fraction that
agrees better with our preferred model, being 5% higher
at the bright end, though rising to 15% at the faint end.
For a given sample of stars, a higher discovery fraction
yields a smaller normalization correction and thereby a
lower luminosity density.
The accuracy of the correction for the discovery frac-
tion can be assessed by comparing LFs using different
cuts in vtan. This is done in Figure 18, where the ratios
of the LFs using vtan cuts of 40 < vtan < 100 km s
−1,
40 < vtan < 140 km s
−1, and 30 < vtan < 120 km s−1
to our preferred LF with 40 < vtan < 120 km s
−1
are plotted. Also plotted are the Poisson errors in
our preferred LF, to allow comparison of the differ-
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Figure 15. Preferred disk LF with 0.2 mag wide bins (solid line, with numbers indicating the number of weighted stars in each
bin), compared to LF with 0.5 mag wide bins (dotted line). (The LFs are available as the Data behind the Figure)
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Figure 16. Effect on the disk LF of different Galactic density
and kinematic models. Colored lines indicate the ratio of the
LF using alternate Galactic models to our preferred LF. The
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Figure 17. Mean discovery fraction, χ, versus Mbol for our
preferred disk WD sample (40 < vtan < 120 km s
−1), using
different Galactic kinematic and density models. Luminosity
bins are the same as in Figure 12.
ent sources of errors. The large difference between the
30 < vtan < 120 km s
−1 and preferred LFs forMbol > 15
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Figure 18. Effect on the disk LF of different cuts in vtan.
Colored lines indicate the ratio of the LF using alternate
vtan cuts to our preferred LF (40 < vtan < 120 km s
−1). The
dots indicate the size of the Poisson errors in our preferred
LF.
is due to subdwarf contamination. Excluding that con-
taminated region, the models vary by typically 5 – 10%,
comparable to the Poisson errors.
Fainter than the turnover (Mbol > 15) we find a higher
density of stars than either H06 or RH11, though again
the error bars on all three LFs are likely underestimates
of the actual errors, and thus the differences are only of
order 2 – 3 σ. In raw counts, we have 230.7 weighted
stars in the peak bin of the LF, 15 < Mbol < 15.5,
versus 31 in H06 and 213 in RH11. For Mbol > 15.5,
we have 80.5 stars, versus 4 in H06 and 48 in RH11.
Lacking spectroscopic confirmation, some contamina-
tion from subdwarfs cannot be completely ruled out,
though we expect the contamination to be small with
the conservative tangential velocity and proper motion
cuts we adopted. Using follow-up spectroscopy, Kilic et
al. (2010a) found only one subdwarf among the 75 WD
candidates with Mbol > 14.6 and vtan > 30 km s
−1 in
the H06 sample (they find a considerably higher contam-
ination rate for the vtan > 20 km s
−1 sample). While
we use a different proper motion catalog than H06, with
only two epochs versus six in H06 and thus a higher risk
of errant proper motions, we used a similar vetting pro-
cedure as H06 to confirm our proper motions, and thus
we expect their results to be largely applicable to our
sample.
Previous studies, including both H06 and RH11, have
emphasized the impact of the unknown atmospheric
composition of the stars on the LF fainter than the
turnover. Figure 19 displays the difference in bolomet-
ric magnitude derived from the hydrogen and helium
atmosphere model fits versus bolometric magnitude de-
rived from the hydrogen model fits. While the differ-
ence is large for intrinsically brighter WDs (Mbol . 12,
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Figure 19. Difference in bolometric magnitude between the
hydrogen and helium model fits versus the bolometric mag-
nitude using the hydrogen model fit for stars in our preferred
disk LF.
Teff & 9600 K), optical colors allow a determination
of the appropriate atmospheric composition for most
of these stars due to the strong Balmer lines in DA
WDs. This is seen in Figure 20, which shows the
fraction of stars in our disk sample which have a pre-
ferred atmospheric model fit, using the same binning in
bolometric luminosity as used in our disk LFs. From
12 . Mbol . 15.5, just past the peak of the LF, most
stars lack a preferred model, however the difference in
bolometric magnitude is less than 0.1 mag, and thus
has little impact on the luminosity function. Beyond
the turnover (Mbol > 15.5), the magnitude differences
exceed 0.1 mag and increase as the intrinsic luminosity
decreases. Most stars in this luminosity range lack a
preferred atmospheric model (the high fraction of stars
with a preferred model in the faintest bin in Figure 20
has little statistical significance, as there are only 1.7
weighted stars in this bin), and thus the uncertainty in
the atmospheric composition significantly impacts the
region of the LF cooler than the turnover. This impact
is indicated in Figure 21, where we plot the fainter end of
the LF with different assumed helium fractions for stars
which lack a preferred atmospheric model. Our pre-
ferred model uses the helium fraction model of GDB12
in this luminosity range, which has a helium fraction of
24% for stars fainter than the turnover. Also plotted are
the LFs of H06 and RH11, which both assumed helium
fractions of 50%. Regardless of what helium fraction we
adopt, we still find a higher density of stars beyond the
turnover than either H06 or RH11.
Additional data can help distinguish between atmo-
spheric models for cooler WDs. The onset of collision-
ally induced absorption by hydrogen molecules in hydro-
gen atmosphere WDs cooler than about 4500 K causes
infrared colors to become bluer with decreasing temper-
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Figure 20. Fraction of stars in our preferred disk sample
whose fit to either the pure hydrogen atmosphere model
(blue histogram) or pure helium atmosphere model (red his-
togram) is considered preferred as a function of bolometric
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Figure 21. Effect of different models for the ratio of hy-
drogen to helium atmosphere stars for those stars lacking
a preferred atmospheric model. Solid line: Our preferred
model. Dashed line: 100/0 H/He split. Dash-dot line: 50/50
H/He split. Dotted line: 0/100 H/He split. Red line: H06
LF. Blue line: RH11 LF.
ature, and begins to affect optical colors below about
4000 K, while helium atmosphere WDs of the same tem-
perature have optical and infrared energy distributions
similar to blackbodies. Thus the addition of infrared
data, or higher quality optical data, can help distin-
guish between atmosphere models for WDs beyond the
turnover. Figure 22 plots g − r versus r − i for stars
with Mbol > 16 (Teff & 3870), with hydrogen and he-
lium atmosphere evolutionary tracks overplotted. Stars
with preferred hydrogen and helium atmosphere mod-
els are plotted in cyan and magenta, respectively. At
Teff ∼ 3500, the hydrogen and helium atmosphere evo-
lutionary tracks separate by about 0.2 mag in r− i. For
these stars in our sample the SDSS photometric error is
of order 0.1 mag, and thus distinguishing between atmo-
sphere models is not possible for most of them. Deeper
photometry may help, though would require that other
sources of error, such as in the extinction determina-
tion or atmosphere models themselves, be understood at
the few percent level. Much better leverage is obtained
by adding infrared data. Dame et al. (2016, hereafter
D16) obtained J and H photometry for 40 cool WDs
selected from our survey, and fit hydrogen and helium
atmosphere models to the combined infrared and SDSS
photometry. Figure 23 plots their infrared colors for
11 stars with Mbol > 15.5 in our survey, again with
hydrogen and helium atmosphere model cooling tracks
overplotted. Three of the stars were classified by D16
as pure hydrogen atmosphere WDs, indicated in cyan in
Figure 23. One was classified as having a mixed hydro-
gen and helium atmosphere (yellow in the figure). The
remaining seven were classified as having pure helium
atmospheres (magenta in the figure), however D16 state
that for those objects, the differences between the hy-
drogen and helium atmosphere model fits are small. We
thus consider those classified as helium atmosphere WDs
to be better considered as not having a preferred atmo-
sphere composition. The overall impression of Figure 23
is that it is consistent with our high adopted fraction
of hydrogen atmosphere WDs past the turnover, and
that clearly more accurate infrared photometry has the
potential to allow unambiguous classification of atmo-
spheric composition for stars cooler than Teff ∼ 4000 K.
Kilic et al. (2010a) specifically addressed the problem
of unknown atmospheric composition of cool WDs by
obtaining follow-up JHK photometry of most of the
H06 WD sample with Mbol > 14.6. They find 48%,
35%, and 17% of their sample of 126 cool WDs have pure
hydrogen, pure helium, and mixed hydrogen/helium at-
mospheres, respectively. They found no pure helium
atmosphere WDs cooler than 4500 K (Mbol ∼ 15.3),
and mostly mixed atmospheres cooler than 4000 K
(Mbol ∼ 15.9). Their results thus support the low frac-
tion of helium WDs we’ve adopted (see also Gianninas
et al. 2015).
A larger source of bias in interpreting the WDLF
turnover is the unknown mass of most faint WDs. Few
intrinsically faint WDs have parallax measurements. Gi-
anninas et al. (2015) obtained parallaxes for 54 cool
WDs, and all six of their ultracool WDs (Teff < 4000 K)
have masses less than 0.4 M, versus the typical mass
for hotter WDs of ∼ 0.6 M assumed in our analysis.
A 4000 K pure hydrogen atmosphere WD with a mass
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Figure 22. Optical color-color plot for our preferred disk
sample with Mbol > 16. Stars plotted in cyan and magenta
have preferred hydrogen and helium atmospheres, respec-
tively. The blue and red lines are the WD cooling tracks
for pure hydrogen and helium atmosphere WDs, with points
corresponding to Teff of 4500, 4000, and 3500 K indicated
(temperature decreases with increasing g − r for both mod-
els).
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Figure 23. Optical-infrared color-color plot of our preferred
disk sample with Mbol > 15.5, for those stars with infrared
photometry from D16. Stars plotted in cyan, magenta, and
yellow were classified as hydrogen, helium, and mixed at-
mosphere WDs by D16, respectively, however those classi-
fied as helium atmosphere WDs should be considered to not
have a preferred fit (see text). The blue and red lines are
the WD cooling tracks for pure hydrogen and helium atmo-
sphere WDs, respectively, with points corresponding to Teff
of 4500, 4000, and 3500 K indicated (temperature decreases
with increasing J − H for the helium model, but decreases
with decreasing J −H for the hydrogen model).
of 0.3 M is ∼ 0.7 mag brighter than a 0.6 M WD
of the same temperature and atmospheric composition.
Clearly Gaia will assist greatly in resolving this issue.
4.4. Halo Results
It is typical to isolate halo stars by limiting the sam-
ple of stars to those with vtan > 200 km s
−1. This is
consistent with the expected halo fraction versus vtan
curve in Figure 10, and we adopt it for this work. We
also require vtan < 500 km s
−1 to remove unbound stars
from the sample (e.g., Piffl et al. 2014 derive a local
Galactic escape velocity of 533+54−41 km s
−1); this re-
moves only 4.5 weighted stars. Figure 24 plots the halo
LF for the sample of stars with 200 < vtan < 500 km s
−1
for different lower proper motion limits. Using 3.5, 4, 5,
and 6 σ lower proper motion cuts yields samples of 135,
124, 107, and 94 stars, respectively. All four LFs agree
within the errors. Since there is no apparent significant
contamination in the larger 3.5 σ sample, we adopt it
as our preferred halo sample. Figure 25 displays the ra-
tio of LFs using vtan cuts of 160 < vtan < 500 km s
−1
and 240 < vtan < 500 km s
−1 to our preferred LF with
200 < vtan < 500 km s
−1. Some contamination from
the disk is apparent in the lower vtan > 160 km s
−1 cut.
Our preferred halo sample (µ > 3.5 σ, 200 < vtan <
500 km s−1) contains 135 stars, versus 18 and 93 with
vtan > 200 km s
−1 for H06 and RH11, respectively. Fig-
ures 26 and 27 display our preferred halo LF, along with
those of H06 (vtan > 200 km s
−1 LF from their Fig-
ure 10) and RH11 (their Figure 18), respectively. The
RH11 LF has been scaled up by the same factor of 2.00
we used to scale up their disk LF. The turnover of the
halo LF remains undetected, and will require deeper sur-
veys to define. The H06 LF agrees with ours within
their error bars. We find a total space density of halo
WDs of 3.5 ± 0.7 × 10−5, consistent with H06’s value
of 4 × 10−5 pc−3. RH11 find a larger overall density.
Within the luminosity range of their LF with the best
statistics, 5 < Mbol < 12, their WD density is on av-
erage 40% larger than ours (after scaling to match the
disk LFs).
With finer binning, we see the bump due to the onset
of fully convective envelopes in the halo LF, just as we
saw in the disk LF (Figure 15). Figure 28 displays the
halo LF with 0.5 mag wide bins. The rise occurs at the
same luminosity as in the disk LF, though not as well
defined due to the smaller number of stars.
Figure 29 displays the mean discovery fraction for
our preferred halo WD sample, using different Galactic
models. The discovery fraction averaged over the en-
tire sample for our preferred model is 0.55. Similarly to
the disk LF, the discovery fraction thus requires a large
correction to the halo LF. It is much less sensitive to
the Galactic kinematic model than the disk discovery
fraction is. H06 used the halo velocity ellipsoid from
Morrison et al. (1990), with dispersions (σvR , σvφ , σvz )
of (133, 98, 94) km s−1 and a rotation velocity rela-
tive to the Sun of −206 km s−1. RH11 used the halo
velocity ellipsoid from Chiba & Beers (2000), with dis-
persions (σvR , σvφ , σvz ) of (141, 106, 94) km s
−1 and
a rotation velocity relative to the sun of −199 km s−1.
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Figure 24. LFs for our 200 < vtan < 500 km s
−1 halo sam-
ple, but using different lower proper motion cuts (3.5, 4, 5,
and 6 σ for the black, blue, magenta, and red curves, respec-
tively). Error bars are for the µmin = 6.0 σ sample.
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Figure 25. Effect on the halo LF of different cuts in vtan.
Colored lines indicate the ratio of the LF using alternate vtan
cuts to our preferred LF (200 < vtan < 500 km s
−1). The
dots indicate the size of the Poisson errors in our preferred
LF.
We use the inner halo velocity ellipsoid from Carollo et
al. (2010), with dispersions (σvR , σvφ , σvz ) of (150, 95,
85) km s−1 and a rotation velocity relative to the sun of
−232 km s−1. Differences between the models of order
10% yield differences in the discovery fraction of only
about 1%, and with no significant trends with bolomet-
ric luminosity.
The halo LF is also far less sensitive to the choice of
Galactic density model than the disk LF is. This is pri-
marily due to the fact that the halo density varies little
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Figure 26. Solid line: WDLF for our preferred halo sample
(200 < vtan < 500 km s
−1, µ > 3.5 σ). Luminosity bins are
1 mag wide from 5.0 < Mbol < 16.0. Numbers next to each
point are the number of weighted stars in that magnitude
bin. Dashed line: Halo WDLF from H06. (The LFs are
available as the Data behind the Figure)
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Figure 27. Solid line: WDLF for our preferred halo sample
(200 < vtan < 500 km s
−1, µ > 3.5 σ, same as in Figure 26).
Dashed line: Halo WDLF from RH11, scaled up by a factor of
2.00. (The LFs are available as the Data behind the Figure)
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Figure 28. Preferred halo LF with 0.5 mag wide bins (solid
line, with numbers indicating the number of weighted stars
in each bin), compared to LF with 1.0 mag wide bins (dotted
line). (The LFs are available as the Data behind the Figure)
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Figure 29. Mean discovery fraction, χ, versus Mbol for our
preferred halo WD sample, using different Galactic kinematic
and density models. Luminosity bins are the same as in
Figure 26.
over the local volume surveyed. Figure 30 displays the
ratio of our LFs using the H06 and RH11 models to
the LF using our preferred model. H06 and RH11 both
assumed the halo density is constant over the survey vol-
ume. This has the effect of lowering their halo densities
by roughly 5% compared to the Juric´ et al. (2008) halo
density model we adopted, smaller than the Poisson er-
rors in any of our LFs. There is a slight trend in the
model differences with luminosity, of order 2%.
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Figure 30. Effect on the halo LF of different Galactic density
and kinematic models. Colored lines indicate the ratio of the
LF using alternate Galactic models to our preferred LF. The
brightest two bins of the LF have been excluded due to small
number statistics.
Table 2 lists our catalog of 8472 WD candidates with
µ > 3.5 σ, vtan > 20 km s
−1, and an acceptable fit to ei-
ther the pure hydrogen or pure helium atmosphere mod-
els. The minimum cut in vtan is based on location within
the RPM diagram (Figure 4), not the actual model fits.
Thus, there are some objects in the catalog for which the
atmospheric model fits yield tangential velocities of less
than 20 km s−1. Positions and ugriz magnitudes are
listed from SDSS Data Release 7, and proper motions
from M2014. While χ2 values from both the hydrogen
and helium atmosphere model fits are listed for all can-
didates, the actual fitted parameters are listed only for
those fits deemed acceptable.
Tables 3, 4, and 5 give the data necessary to construct
LFs for three different samples: 1) our preferred disk
sample, with µ > 5 σ and 40 < vtan < 120 km s
−1; 2) a
disk sample with µ > 3.5 σ and 30 < vtan < 120 km s
−1,
which yields a considerably larger sample size than our
preferred disk sample but does suffer from contami-
nation by subdwarfs at the faint end of the LF; and
3) our preferred halo sample, with µ > 3.5 σ and
200 < vtan < 500 km s
−1. Only stars contained within
each sample are listed in the respective tables. The data
given for each candidate WD includes the modified max-
imum survey volumes, discovery fractions, and proba-
bilities that the star belongs to the targeted Galactic
component, assuming both hydrogen and helium atmo-
spheres, as well as the weights assigned to the hydrogen
and helium atmosphere fits. All values use our preferred
Galactic model. Our LFs thus may be reproduced, or
modified with different binning, hydrogen/helium atmo-
sphere model weights, and likelihoods of belonging to
different Galactic populations. Table 6 lists each survey
field, with the complete information required to calcu-
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late LFs using different vtan and proper motion cuts than
were used in the paper, including the coordinates of each
field center, the solid angle they cover on the sky, and
the minimum proper motion cuts in each of their 0.1
mag wide r bins.
Table 3. WD Candidates in Preferred Disk Sample (µ > 5.0, 40 < vtan < 120 km s
−1)
Hydrogen Atmosphereb Helium Atmosphereb
ObjIDa Weightc Probd Vmod (pc
3) χe Weightc Probd Vmod (pc
3) χe
587722952768225477 1.000 0.997 2330815.4 0.327 0.000 · · · · · · · · ·
587722952768618871 1.000 0.998 1834089.7 0.343 0.000 · · · · · · · · ·
587722952772092251 0.685 1.000 763030.9 0.364 0.315 1.000 780805.3 0.363
587722953304309938 0.000 · · · · · · · · · 1.000 1.000 1334854.9 0.354
587722953305882673 1.000 0.988 1949106.5 0.340 0.000 · · · · · · · · ·
Note—Table 3 is published in its entirety in machine-readable format. A portion is shown here for guidance
regarding its form and content.
aUnique identifier in SDSS Data Release 7.
bValues are listed only if atmospheric model has an acceptable fit.
cWeight assigned to this atmospheric model.
dProbability star belongs to the targeted Galactic component.
eDiscovery fraction.
Table 4. WD Candidates in Contaminated Disk Sample (µ > 3.5, 30 < vtan < 120 km s
−1)
Hydrogen Atmosphere Helium Atmosphere
ObjID Weight Prob Vmod (pc
3) χ Weight Prob Vmod (pc
3) χ
587722952768225477 1.000 0.997 5557623.6 0.436 0.000 · · · · · · · · ·
587722952768618871 1.000 0.998 4048229.7 0.461 0.000 · · · · · · · · ·
587722952768684170 1.000 1.000 2551750.7 0.483 0.000 · · · · · · · · ·
587722952769667554 0.686 1.000 1179623.6 0.507 0.314 1.000 1201655.7 0.507
587722952771568497 1.000 1.000 3030914.2 0.476 0.000 · · · · · · · · ·
Note—Table 4 is published in its entirety in machine-readable format. A portion is shown here for guidance
regarding its form and content.
Table 5. WD Candidates in Preferred Halo Sample (µ > 3.5, 200 < vtan < 500 km s
−1)
Hydrogen Atmosphere Helium Atmosphere
ObjID Weight Prob Vmod (pc
3) χ Weight Prob Vmod (pc
3) χ
587722982832734535 0.907 1.000 184188380.0 0.502 0.093 1.000 173244465.4 0.504
Table 5 continued
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Table 2. WD Candidates
ObjIDa Nightb ObsIDc CCDd α (deg) δ (deg) u g r
587722952767242621 54245 49 3 236.693017 -0.011476 24.958 0.797 22.821 0.141 21.143 0.049
587722952768225477 55333 18 3 239.010919 -0.122741 19.522 0.029 19.441 0.016 19.728 0.020
587722952768618871 55333 18 4 239.853096 -0.156805 20.463 0.048 20.026 0.020 20.092 0.029
587722952768684170 53890 12 1 240.033640 -0.144565 19.146 0.025 18.661 0.015 18.617 0.016
587722952769667554 53890 14 1 242.285879 -0.075495 22.284 0.195 21.205 0.035 20.823 0.037
Used in fitsh
i z µα (mas year
−1)e µδ (mas year−1) µcutf Compg u g r i z DOFi
20.520 0.047 20.003 0.115 -43.7 7.4 -60.5 7.6 6.74 0.923 0 1 1 1 1 2
19.906 0.033 20.135 0.135 -30.8 4.0 2.5 3.4 5.37 0.909 1 1 1 1 1 3
20.216 0.038 20.318 0.142 -1.5 3.7 -40.1 4.1 7.01 0.906 1 1 1 1 1 3
18.657 0.015 18.740 0.040 -33.9 3.6 28.1 3.5 8.36 0.932 1 1 1 1 1 3
20.688 0.049 21.117 0.268 26.2 7.2 -28.6 7.2 4.04 0.925 1 1 1 1 0 2
Hydrogen Atmospherej Helium Atmospherej
χ2 Teff (K) d (pc) Mbol E(B−V ) χ2 Teff (K) d (pc) Mbol E(B−V )
25.92 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2.65 3500 53 66.0 14.3 16.440 0.471 0.010
2.54 22470 738 534.0 120.5 8.254 0.539 0.131 12.04 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
2.02 12692 725 414.2 85.6 10.774 0.544 0.126 20.86 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
2.08 8790 224 147.3 33.0 12.388 0.529 0.043 14.13 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
2.15 6197 162 227.4 44.9 13.921 0.469 0.063 1.95 6232 182 229.0 47.9 13.924 0.482 0.063
Note—Table 2 is published in its entirety in machine-readable format. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form
and content.
Note—Positions and ugriz photometry are from the SDSS Data Release 7. Proper motions are from M2014.
aUnique identifier in SDSS Data Release 7. Corresponds to the objID column of Table 4 of M2014.
bMJD number of the night the observation was obtained in M2014. Corresponds to the Night column in both Table 6 in this
paper as well as Table 2 of M2014.
cObservation number in M2014, unique within a given night. Corresponds to the ObsID column in both Table 6 in this paper
as well as Table 2 of M2014.
dCCD on which the object was detected in M2014. Corresponds to the CCD column of Table 6.
e α˙ cos(δ)
fTotal proper motion expressed as a multiple of the estimated proper motion error in its subsample.
gCorrection factor for survey completeness.
h1 if magnitude was used in model fits, 0 if not used.
i Degrees of freedom in model fits.
j χ2 values are listed for all model atmosphere fits. The fit parameters are listed only if the fit is considered acceptable.
Table 5 continued
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Table 5 (continued)
Hydrogen Atmosphere Helium Atmosphere
ObjID Weight Prob Vmod (pc
3) χ Weight Prob Vmod (pc
3) χ
Table 5 (continued)
Hydrogen Atmosphere Helium Atmosphere
ObjID Weight Prob Vmod (pc
3) χ Weight Prob Vmod (pc
3) χ
587722982836928948 1.000 1.000 130084347.1 0.515 0.000 · · · · · · · · ·
587722983357087771 1.000 1.000 89714036.8 0.532 0.000 · · · · · · · · ·
587722983890354441 0.000 1.000 196251208.9 0.500 0.084 1.000 164044409.2 0.506
587722983900512884 0.773 1.000 376128.8 0.566 0.227 1.000 348782.2 0.564
Note—Table 5 is published in its entirety in machine-readable format. A portion is shown here for guidance
regarding its form and content.
Table 6. Survey Fields
σµ (mas year
−1)c
Nighta ObsIDb CCD α (deg) δ (deg) Ω (deg2) 16.0 16.1 16.2 16.3 16.4 16.5 16.6
53737 27 1 118.203423 28.214987 0.170 27.35 27.35 27.35 27.36 27.36 27.36 27.36
53737 27 2 118.203423 28.214987 0.159 23.65 23.65 23.65 23.65 23.66 23.66 23.66
53737 27 3 118.203423 28.214987 0.168 11.61 11.61 11.61 11.61 11.61 11.62 11.62
53737 27 4 118.203423 28.214987 0.182 18.08 18.08 18.08 18.08 18.08 18.08 18.08
53740 151 1 29.481613 14.290259 0.168 7.27 7.27 7.28 7.28 7.28 7.28 7.28
Note—Table 6 is published in its entirety in machine-readable format. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form
and content. There are an additional 48 columns specifying the proper motion errors in fainter bins.
aMJD number of the night the observation was obtained in M2014. Corresponds to the night column in Table 2 of M2014.
bObservation number in M2014, unique within a given night. Corresponds to the obsID column in Table 2 of M2014.
cError in proper motion for each 0.1 mag wide r bin (i.e., subsample), used to set the minimum proper motion in that bin.
Each column is marked with the brighter r limit for that bin. The last two bins for 1.3m fields will not contain data, as they
are beyond the survey limits for the 1.3m.
6. SUMMARY
We have presented a reduced-proper-motion selected
sample of 8472 WD candidates from a deep proper mo-
tion catalog, covering 2256 square degrees of sky to faint
r limits of 21.3 – 21.5. SDSS ugriz photometry has been
fit to pure hydrogen and helium atmosphere model WDs
to derive distances, bolometric luminosities, effective
temperatures, and atmospheric compositions. The disk
WDLF has been presented, with statistically significant
samples of stars cooler than the LF turnover, a region of
the LF particularly important in applying the WDLF to
the determination of the age of the disk. That determi-
nation remains hampered by the unknown atmospheric
composition and masses of most stars fainter than the
turnover, and likely won’t be resolved until Gaia paral-
laxes for significant samples of faint WDs are available.
The halo WDLF has also been presented, based on a
sample of 135 stars. Both the disk and halo WDLFs
have been compared to those of H06 and RH11, which
are similar in technique, the portion of the LF studied,
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and sample size. The shape of the disk LF is in broad
agreement with both H06 and RH11 brighter than the
turnover. We find a higher density of WDs fainter than
the turnover, though only at the 2 – 3 σ level. Our
halo WDLF agrees with the H06 LF within their errors,
but the RH11 LF gives densities about 40% larger (af-
ter scaling to match our disk LFs). The turnover in the
halo WDLF remains undetected. We detect with high
statistical significance the bump in the disk LF due to
the onset of fully convective envelopes in WDs, a feature
first seen by H06, and see indications of it in the halo
LF as well.
While these are the largest samples to date of disk
WDs fainter than the turnover, as well as of halo WDs,
the imminent release of the the Panoramic Survey Tele-
scope and Rapid Response System 3pi survey data will
allow for both deeper and much larger samples, with
improved photometric accuracy that should help in dis-
tinguishing between hydrogen and helium atmosphere
WDs for those WDs cooler than the turnover in the
disk LF. In about a year we anticipate the revolution in
WD research that Data Release 2 of Gaia will offer, and
in just a few years the second revolution that the Large
Synoptic Survey Telescope will deliver. In a field that
has long been challenged by insufficiently small samples,
the next few years are going to be rewarding.
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